




� 
� CARE AND FEEDING: A FEW IDEAS 
PAY 
I request a salary equivalent to $225.000 a year for the term of employment. I would then respectfully ask consideration that the remaining budgeted salary for 
the General Manager (recognizing that this is a larger discussion with Human Resources. Finance and potentially the union}. be allocated to a GM's Values 
Performance Fund to be distributed in $1000 increments up to 75 peer-recommended top performing drivers. mechanics and line staff. The nominators would 
write one paragraph describing the performance based on the RTD employee values - safety. reliability. affordability/value. sustainability. community service. 
Selection would be by the GM with concurrence and review of performance ratings from the supervisor. Why? The staff have borne much of the pressure of 
RTD's challenges and this would be an opportunity to demonstrate that they are valued and that leadership sees their focus and dedication to RTD's mission. 

WEEKLY OFFICE HOURS 
Dedicate three hours a week for drop-ins from employees to understand issues. concerns and ideas for the future. Sign-up would be on a personal appointment 
app and I will meet them if privacy is a concern. I would jump start this with a solicitation for employees for their top ideas for RTD (assuming also that the 
Re imagine effort is already working through an internal employee engagement strategy}. Additionally I would pair this with weekly visits to each division. small 
teams. bus barns. maintenance facilities. work a longs and ride a longs. 

DAILY STAND-UP WITH LEADERSHIP 
Host a daily 8:30 a.m. meeting with executive leadership team to review issues and opportunities in front of agency. 

DAILY CALL IN WITH RTD BOARD MEMBERS 
On a rotating schedule. plan for a 30 minute call with a board member each day to discuss issues in district. concerns. etc. Would also include union leadership . 

• PREPARING FOR CHANGE: A FEW IDEAS
SENIOR/HQ STAFF RIDE ALONGS - PUBLIC 
Establish a customer ride along program for RTD HQ employees (especially during this time of service cuts} to understand how their work and efforts 
contributes to this individual's mobility experience. Share those experiences on social media (with permission} so that we demonstrate how we understand the 
customer experience and learn about how we develop the broader ecosystem in a period of change. 

SENIOR/HQ STAFF RIDE ALONGS INTERNAL 
Establish a driver ride along program for RTD HQ employees (especially during this time of service cuts} to understand how our drivers are meeting customer 
needs. the challenges and how their work and efforts contributes to the public's mobility experience. Share those experiences internally or on social media so 
,hat we demonstrate how we understand the driver experience and learn about how we develop the broader ecosystem in a period of change. 

HQ STAFF COL AND DRIVER TRAINING PROGRAM 
At Denver International Airport. the HQ staff are deployed to drive snow plows. One option could be to create an program for HQ and other staff to become COL 
certified and trained and they are included on an as needed rotation for deployment. This could be voluntary or possibly eventually required. This is not an easy 
answer (one that needs examination within union rules) but one that shows we are all on the same team. 

CHANGE MANAGEMENT SWAT TEAM AND AGENCY-WIDE INNOVATION PROCESS 
Establish a LEAN process improvement effort that could tackle identified internal and external practices with the goal of improving at least ten every day 
processes during the interim period. Establish a change management team to support micro and even more macro changes. 

� TESTING AND CLEARING THE DECK: A FEW IDEAS 
ACCELERATED REIMAGINE RTD WITH PILOTS 
RTD is currently undergoing a transformative. two year process and this could also be a time to accelerate potential use case scenarios into pilot 
implementation. More than just caretaking. the interim period could be used to set the stage for possible future success or discard concepts that may not achieve 
mobility goals. Gathering input from the public (possibly even voting on the concepts}. telephone town halls. employees and advisory committees through the 
Reimagine process. we could develop an expedited proposal and RFP process to accelerate three ideas for testing - such as test Free Transit for 2 - 3 months on 
intercity bus routes (looking at the Kansas City model}. designate three innovation zones and deploy different use cases of mobility on demand services (scooter 
partnerships. first mile last mile for access to rail. or on demand service driven by RTD drivers in suburban/corporate area similar to Link program in Tech 

, Center}. substitute cut service routes with vouchers for TNC rides. or others. While many of these concepts might already be in discussion. the interim ptriod 
provides an opportunity to test run the concepts. providing the opportunity to fully engage the public in visible ·new thinking· and gain valuable input on the 
efficacy of different concepts for the Reimagine process and leaders. 

LEGISLATIVE CHANGE 
Pursue a legislative program that might support any concepts coming from the Reimagine effort. The timing would be short. but it could be critical to begin the 
process this legislative session (and to play defense from well-meaning legislators}. For instance. examine the requirements to have 20'¼ fare box recovery. 
exploration of flexibility for mobility on demand services. or the requirements for outsourcing. 

Note: Some of these concepts may already be in motion or in practice at RTD. The intent off he "Few Ideas· is to stimulate thought and engagement with Board and staff about how we 

manage during an interim period but also move forward In fact the staff may already have their Few Ideas ready and waiting! 








